Introduction
Parallel mechanisms consist of several serial chains that connect a base to a moving platform. Because of their structure, parallel mechanisms possess smaller inertia mass and display higher speeds and accelerations than do their serial homologues. Other advantages are shown in terms of motion accuracy, i.e., link errors do not accumulate at the tool platform, and in terms of stiffness and payload, i.e., external forces at the tool platform are divided among several links.
However, in spite of these benefits, most parallel manipulators possess a limited workspace because of both actuator and endeffector singularities ͑see, e.g., Park and Kim ͓1͔ for a singularity classification outline͒. In particular, in an actuator singularity configuration, the machine structure seems to gain an extra degree of freedom, the moving platform cannot maintain its static equilibrium position, and can move to an unexpected location because of the multiple forward kinematic solutions. The presence of this type of singularity reduces considerably the already small workspace, and restricts the smooth motions of the mechanism. An alternative that avoids these singularities and ensures a considerably larger workspace is to operate the mechanism in redundant mode. As a result, the number of actuators will exceed the mechanism's kinematic mobility, and the force redundancy may introduce an additional error source.
Factors that generally lower the accuracy of a manipulator are manufacturing and control errors. Machining tolerances, assembly errors, link and joint elastic deformations, joint clearances, encoder reading error, etc. are common examples. Most of these errors are predictable or of repeatable nature, and their values and sign are constant for each mechanism configuration. This is not the case with errors due to backlash of an actuator gear train or errors caused by internal forces, which are most likely of random nature. At each position, the values of these errors cannot be uniquely established, which further complicates the kinematic calibration problem.
The objective of calibration is to find values of kinematic parameters that will improve the accuracy of the kinematic model. Calibration methods can be classified into two categories, a direct calibration method and a kinematic calibration method. The direct calibration requires that every kinematic parameter be measured by an external device to find the actual kinematic values. Dimensions of kinematic components such as linkage length, position of joints and dimensions of tool plate are directly measured ͑see Patel ͓2͔, who presented the direct and kinematic calibration method for calibration of a Hexpod machine͒, but the direct calibration method has several disadvantages. First, measurement of every component's dimension is very time-consuming. Second, structural interference makes it difficult to measure every kinematic component dimension, after the machine is assembled. Third, the kinematic error may change according to gravitational forces acting on the mechanism in each position.
The kinematic calibration method was developed to overcome these disadvantages. To calibrate a target mechanism, the kinematic calibration method uses the residuals between values measured by external devices and values calculated by kinematic relationships at all measured positions. After values ͑position, angle, or length between base point to target͒ at specified positions of the target mechanism are measured, we can calculate the values at the measured positions, using a command value of the actuator and the kinematic relationships such as forward kinematics, inverse kinematics, and structural constraint. Then, kinematic parameters are adjusted until the calculated value matches the measured value at the positions using a nonlinear optimization algorithm.
Hollerbach and Wampler ͓3͔ classify the strategies for kinematic calibration into three categories; open-loop method, closedloop method, and screw axis measurement method. In open-loop methods, kinematic parameters are found from the position of an end effector, which is measured by the external metrology system. With the measured value of the position, the kinematic parameters are obtained via nonlinear optimization ͑Kosechi et al. ͓4͔͒. In closed-loop methods, the end effector loses one or several ''degrees of freedom'' by being attached to ground or connected with a linkage to base frame, or forms a mobile closed chain. By constraining one or several numbers of degrees of freedom, the number of sensors exceeds the mobility of the constrained mechanism. The calibration procedure is then performed only by joint angle sensing ͑Weck and Staimer ͓5͔, Bennett and Hollerbach ͓6͔, Ota et al. ͓7͔, Ryu and Rauf ͓8͔, Khalil and Besnard ͓9͔͒. In screwaxis measurement methods, each individual joint axis is identified as a line in base coordinate. With knowledge of the joint axis, the kinematic parameters are found without any numerical calculation ͑Jokiel, Biel and Ziegert ͓10͔͒.
In recent research, integrated methods of the open-loop and closed-loop methods are suggested. Wampler, Hollerbach and Arai ͓11͔ suggest an implicit method. In the implicit method, the external measuring device is considered as a 6-DOF joint between an end effector and the base frame, and the closed loop including the sensing joint can be constructed. Iurascu and Park ͓12͔ developed the unified geometric approach. Based on the geometric framework, the kinematic calibration is formulated as a multidimensional surface-fitting problem to a set of data points in both ambient and task space manifolds. The strategies for kinematic calibration are classified in their work into three basic categories: task space calibration, joint space calibration, and combined taskjoint space calibration. In Zhuang ͓13͔, Zhuang and Liu ͓14͔, a self-calibration method is presented. In this method, only joint sensing is measured, as in the closed-loop method using additional encoders attached at the passive joint. The kinematic parameters are found by using the geometric relationship of the mechanism and measured joint sensing.
These kinematic calibration methods have focused only on the nonredundant case, in which the number of actuators is equal to the mechanism's kinematic degrees of freedom. Although other researchers have also presented force redundancy aspects in closed chain mechanisms ͑Kumar and Gardner ͓15͔, Luecke and Lai ͓16͔ and Ryu ͓17͔͒, calibration related concerns have not been specifically addressed.
In the case of a redundantly actuated parallel mechanism, another factor that influences the accuracy must be taken into consideration. Because the redundant parallel mechanism is generally operated with the command values that are calculated from an errorless model for each actuator, the existence of the kinematic error and control error may cause the constraint forces at each actuator. This phenomenon comes from force redundancy when the number of actuators exceeds the mobility of the mechanism. Furthermore, these constraint forces may produce torsional deflections of actuating joints, which cause positional or rotational error at the end-effector. Therefore, the influence of constraint force on accuracy must be analyzed in the case of calibration for redundant actuation.
In this article, we present a new kinematic calibration algorithm for a redundantly actuated parallel mechanism, and illustrate the algorithm with a case study of a planar seven-element 2-DOF mechanism with three actuators. The new algorithm is derived from three basic relationships of redundant actuation: ͑1͒ the relationship of constraint torque to torsional deflection at actuated joints, ͑2͒ geometric constraint between torsional deflections of joints, and ͑3͒ constraint torque equilibrium. We also formulate cost functions for the optimization algorithm.
In Section 2 of this paper, we introduce the general framework of the calibration algorithm for a redundantly actuated parallel mechanism. Based on the calibration algorithm, a case study is presented in Section 3 using the planar seven-bar 2-DOF parallel mechanism as an example. Kinematic analysis and experimental results using a laser ball bar measurement are presented. We conclude in Section 4 with a summary of kinematic calibration for redundantly actuated parallel mechanisms. The error sources can be classified as encoder indexing error in the actuator, kinematic parameter error and nonkinematic parameter error. The encoder indexing error is defined as the difference between actual angles to nominal sensor readings, which comes from zero setting of sensor origin in the actuator. Kinematic parameter error is the dimensional error of kinematic components such as link length and position of the actuators. The nonkinematic error includes backlashes of actuators, friction, etc., which have nonlinear relationships. These error components will affect end-effector error via an error propagation mechanism.
The error propagation mechanism in the case of redundant actuation is more complicated than in the nonredundant case. From measured values of external device or internal encoder, the error sources of a nonredundantly actuated parallel mechanism can be found using only the geometric constraint relationship of parallel mechanism. In the case of redundantly actuated parallel mechanisms, the actual error values are affected by additional relationships of constraint force equilibrium and elastic deformation due to constraint force. Because the number of actuators exceeds the mobility of the redundantly actuated mechanism, the kinematic error and encoder indexing error may cause constraint forces in the mechanism. Because of the constraint forces, an additional position change will occur. That is, the constraint force caused by kinematic error as well as the kinematic parameter itself may affect the end-effector error.
In the optimization algorithm, the calibration of a parallel mechanism with nonredundant actuation can be carried out only with a geometric constraint relationship, because the angular error by encoder indexing error is invariant to the kinematic position of the mechanism. That is, the number of unknowns is invariant to the number of measured positions, and we can calculate the kinematic parameters using optimization. However, in the case of redundant actuation, angular deviation is varied with kinematic pose͑position and orientation͒ and the number of optimizing parameters always exceeds the number of measurements. Thus, we cannot obtain the kinematic parameter error from the optimization algorithm. As a result, the calibration method for nonredundant actuation does not match with the method for redundant actuation.
The error propagation mechanisms for both cases are presented in Fig. 1 . The error sources such as encoder indexing error and kinematic parameter error, etc. will affect end-effector error by geometric constraint of the closed chain in the parallel mechanism. The constraint force due to redundant actuation will cause elastic deformation in the mechanism, which causes the position change of the mechanism in accordance with geometric constraint. Thus, one needs to analyze the relationships of constraint force to end-effector error in addition to the relationship of kinematic parameter error to end-effector error.
We will classify and formulate three relationships that dominate the error propagation mechanism for redundantly actuated parallel mechanisms as follows: Let us consider an n DOF parallel mechanism with m joints. The suggested mechanism's position can be determined by joint values of n joints, which are defined as independent joints q u . Independent joints can be determined by any n components among m joints. The rest of the joints are defined as dependent joints q v . The joints attached by actuators are defined as active joints q r , and the remaining joints are defined as passive joints. If there are l active joints, the relationship lϾn will be established for the redundantly actuated mechanism. The system under consideration has k independent kinematic parameters to describe the kinematic dimension:
We require two assumptions to derive the relationships of redundant actuation. First, we ignore the nonkinematic error such as backlash and friction torque to simplify the problem. Second, there is no control error at each actuator, and the encoder readings are identical and stable on static equilibrium position. The only structural deformation is generated by the constraint force. This assumption makes sense because reduction devices such as harmonic drives or reduction gears are characterized as low stiffness. In the design stage of the redundantly actuated mechanism, more than one active joint is designed to be flexible to absorb the kinematic error ͑Kim et al. ͓18͔͒. Accordingly, the deformation by constraint forces is considered to be concentrated at an active joint, and not at a link or tool platform because the stiffness of the link and tool platform is higher than the joint with a reduction system.
Relationship Between Torque and Torsional
Deflections at Active Joints. We can derive the relationship between torque and torsional deflection at active joints as a function of encoder indexing error, actual deflection and torsional stiffness. If the encoder indexing error is absent at each active joint and every kinematic parameter is ideal, there is no constraint torque at the active joint. However, in a case where the encoder indexing error is introduced at active joints, additional deflection due to constraint force is generated.
To derive the relationship between constraint torque to torsional deflection at actuating joints, we present the simple example of a 4-bar mechanism with two actuators in Fig. 2 . Because the 4-bar mechanism has only one DOF, the suggested mechanism is under redundant actuation. We assume that the actuator #1 has encoder indexing error ⌬q l and actuator #2 has no encoder indexing error, and the stiffness of the actuators are k 1 and k 4 , respectively. In second figure of Fig. 2 , we present the mechanism in static control, the P 2 joint is separated, and any fixture has locked l 2 link. In this case, the mechanism has no constraint torque. However, the l 1 link is placed with angle ⌬q l to its nominal position. If the l 1 link is pushed to its nominal position, the constraint torque is generated at actuator #1. After the fixture that locks the l 2 link is removed, the mechanism moves to a new static equilibrium position. In the equilibrium position, the constraint torque at actuator #1 and #2 are formulated as differences between the encoder indexing error value and the actual deflection.
This means that the constraint torque is a function of encoder indexing error and actual torsional deflection at active joints. The relationship of the torque at the active joint to deflection is independent of other active joints from a free body diagram method.
If the torsional stiffness at active joints is a linear relationship, the torque to deflection model can be written as:
where r is the lϫ1 torque vector applied on active joints and dq r is the lϫ1 actual deflection vector of active joints. Given torsional stiffness matrix K, which has stiffness of the active joints as diagonal components, and the lϫ1 encoder indexing error vector ⌬q r , the torque on active joints can be calculated from Eq. ͑1͒.
Relationship Between Actual Deflections of Joints by Geometric Constraint of a Parallel Mechanism.
Parallel mechanisms have closed loops in the kinematic links. Because of these closed loops, there is a functional relationship between angle deviation of the independent joints and the dependent joints. If the angle values of independent joints are determined, the values of dependent joints can be determined by such a relationship. This relationship is derived from the constraint equation of a parallel mechanism. We can write the generalized form of the constraint equation as:
where q u is the independent joint vector, q v is the dependent joint vector, and is the kϫ1 nominal kinematic parameter vector. If angle deviation of the independent joint dq u and dependent joint dq v and kinematic parameter error ⌬ are introduced, Eq. ͑2͒ can be written as:
In Eq. ͑3͒, angular error at the independent and dependent joints dq u , dq v will change with kinematic pose of the mechanism, because constraint torque varies with position of the mechanism. Meanwhile, the kinematic parameter error ⌬ is constant at various kinematic positions of the mechanism.
If dq u , dq v and ⌬ are sufficiently small, we can drop the second-and higher-order terms in a Taylor expansion The relationship for angular error of passive joints according to angular error of independent joints and kinematic parameter error can be obtained from Eq. ͑5͒.
where
Because the actual deflection occurs at active joints, it is necessary to derive the relationship of angular deviation at active joints to independent joints and kinematic parameter error. The independent joint set can be assigned as a subset of active joints in the case of redundant actuation, because the number of active joints exceeds the number of independent joints. The subset of independent joints among active joints is determined so that the determinant of passive joints' constraint Jacobian is not zero; that is, the kinematic position is not in an actuator singularity ͓1͔. The relationship between active joints and independent joints can be set as follows
The U matrix is the transformation matrix from union set of independent and dependent joint vector to joint vector so that all joints are sequentially arranged. The V matrix is defined as the active joint selection matrix.
From Eq. ͑6͒ and Eq. ͑7͒, one can derive the relationship between angular error in active joints, independent joints and kinematic parameter error.
The Relationship of Constraint Torque Equilibrium
Each constraint torque value due to force redundancy cannot be determined independently in the case of a parallel mechanism, because each has a relationship with the other. In this section, we derive this relationship using the virtual work theorem.
According to the virtual work theorem in static equilibrium, the work done by external force and torque must be equivalent to the work done by internal reaction force.
where Q is the generalized force at the end-effector and r is the constraint torque at active joints. From the relationship between active joints and independent joints, Eq. ͑9͒ can be transformed to a function of independent joints as
where ⌫ is the constraint Jacobian between independent joints and active joints and J f is the forward Jacobian. Because of the assumption that kinematic parameters are invariant to internal forces, there is no work by kinematic parameter change and Eq. ͑10͒ can be written as:
In the generalized case, the relationship of constraint torque equilibrium is expressed as
where the nϫ1 P vector represents the distributed torque on independent joints by an external generalized force. Because ⌫ has l by n dimension (lϾn), there are an infinite number of solutions. A unique solution of torque distribution by external force does not exist in the case of redundant actuation.
Error Relationship Formulation and Cost Function for
Optimization. From Eq. ͑1͒, Eq. ͑8͒ and Eq. ͑12͒, we can formulate the error propagation relationship between error sources and angular error of independent joints. Angular error on independent joints is expressed as a function of encoder indexing error of active joints ⌬q r , kinematic parameter error ⌬ and distributed torque by external force P. Note that all error sources are of constant value if external force P is invariant to kinematic position of the mechanism. After integration of the relationships, the equation yields
Taking Eq. ͑12͒ into Eq. ͑8͒, one can derive the relationship of angular error of active joints with error sources.
Angular error of all joints can also be derived from Eq. ͑7͒ and Eq. ͑13͒ as follows:
Using the relationship between error sources and joint error for redundant actuation, a cost function for optimization can be formulated for task space and joint space calibration for a redundantly actuated parallel mechanism. Firstly, the cost function in task space is derived. With the coordinate value of the end effector measured by an external device, the cost function can be set to minimize the residual between measured error and calculated error. The residual for task space calibration is expressed as follows.
where dP t is the difference between measured and command coordinate value of the end effector. If the angular error of joints and positional error of end effector are sufficiently small, the error in end effector can be written as a function of error at the independent joint using the forward Jacobian.
Substituting Eq. ͑13͒ and Eq. ͑17͒ into Eq. ͑16͒ yields
The cost function in task space is:
Next, if the encoder value of some passive joints can be measured, the residual for joint space calibration is expressed as:
where dq p is the difference between the measured and command values of a passive joint with a measuring device such as an encoder, and dq p is the calculated passive joint value, which can be selected from dq all in Eq. ͑15͒.
where W is the selection matrix of measured passive joints among all passive joints. The cost function in joint space is:
In both cases, one can find encoder indexing error and kinematic parameter error to minimize cost function. Note that the parameters to be optimized such as encoder indexing error and kinematic parameter error are constant values and the optimization problem can be solved if enough measurement data are acquired from experiments.
Case Study: Calibration of 2-DOF Planar Mechanism With Actuators
In Section 2 we derived the calibration algorithm for a redundantly actuated mechanism from the relationship of constraint torque and geometric constraint. In this section, we will verify the calibration algorithm, by a case study of a 2-DOF planar mechanism with three actuators.
Kinematic Analysis of the 2-DOF Planar Parallel
Mechanism. We present briefly the kinematic analysis of the 2-DOF planar parallel mechanism extensively studied by Gosselin ͓19͔. With regard to Fig. 3 and Table 1 , the mechanism consists of seven elements, links l i j and tool plate P 1 P 2 P 3 , and eight revolute joints, ground joints B j , intermediate joints S i and tool plate joints P j , respectively. The mechanism has two kinematic degrees of freedom and the three ground joints were chosen for redundant actuation. Useful relationships for kinematic equations and singularity analysis are as follows:
iϭ1,2,3:͑define q 6 ϭ0, l 32 ϭ0 ͒ (23)
Note that, for a given position P t of the tool plate, the inverse kinematics has eight solutions according to the two possibilities of each of the three branches. Using the Jacobian of dependent joint ‫ץ‬g/‫ץ‬q v from the constraint equations Eq. ͑25͒, we performed an actuator singularity analysis. In singularity configurations, the mechanism seems to gain one or more degrees of freedom with respect to the choice of actuated joints. Figure 4 presents plots of the inverse of the condition number for the redundant case, upper left ͑all three base joints are actuated͒ and the nonredundant case ͑two base joints out of three are sequentially actuated͒. Condition number is defined as the maximum singular value per minimum singular value of constraint Jacobian ‫ץ‬g/‫ץ‬q v , and mobility of the mechanism may decrease in the region shown as black. From this point of view, the first situation is the most advantageous among redundant and nonredundant actuation. In the case of redundant actuation, there are no actuator singularities within the mechanism workspace except for a small region around ͑Ϫ0.05 mm, 0.3 mm͒. The same does not happen in the nonredundant cases, where the mechanism displays a singularity barrier in each case. Because these singularity barriers separate the workspace into two regions, we cannot operate the mechanism in the whole workspace but only in a restricted workspace.
Error Modeling and Cost Function.
Although mechanisms are built with precisely machined parts, the accumulation of manufacturing tolerances, errors during mechanism assembly, link and joint deflections, tear, and operation and maintenance errors may contribute to unacceptably large errors in the tool plate accuracy. Kinematic calibration refers to the method for determining the actual kinematic parameters of the mechanism based on a knowledge of the equations that describe its kinematics, a set of initial values for the kinematic parameters and joint and/or endeffector measurements at different configurations. For the nominal modeling of a planar mechanism, we set the origins of the ͕B͖ at the mid-point between B 1 and B 2 , the origin of ͕T͖ coordinate frame at the centroid of P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 , and take the X-axes of the two frames parallel with the B 1 B 2 and P 1 P 2 segments, respectively. The actuated joints are the B 1 , B 2 , B 3 ground joints. The kinematic parameter errors considered during the calibration are presented in Fig. 5 and Table 2 . The last row in the table includes the additional joint indexing error present in the redundant actuation case.
After the coordinate values of end-effector for various configurations are measured by an external measurement system, the joint errors and kinematic parameter values are found from the following optimization problem:
where Transactions of the ASME
The design parameter of this optimization problem is ͕⌬ ⌬q r ͖. ⌬ represents the kinematic parameter error of the mechanism, and ⌬q r represents encoder indexing error of the actuators. The initial values during optimization are set to the nominal values. Assuming that there is no external force and no gravity force with horizontal movement, distributed torque by external forces P in Eq. ͑18͒ is eliminated.
To calculate the end-effector error dP t,i using Eq. ͑27͒, the independent joints must be selected in order that constraint Jacobian ⌫ has full rank. In the case of a 2-DOF planar mechanism, there are three subsets of independent joints: Set 1, q u ϭ͕q 1 ,q 2 ͖; Set 2, q u ϭ͕q 2 ,q 3 ͖; Set 3, q u ϭ͕q 1 ,q 3 ͖. The subset of independent joints is selected such that the condition number of passive joint constraint Jacobian has minimum value. The result of joint selection is presented in Fig. 6 , and the union set of condition number with selected independent joint is presented in Fig. 7 .
It is not required that the condition number of constraint Jacobian ‫ץ‬g/‫ץ‬q v at every point on the whole workspace is checked. We check the existence of constraint Jacobian only at measuring points and select an independent joint set with a minimum condition number among the subset of active joints.
Experiment.
A photograph and the specifications of our 2-DOF parallel mechanism with three actuators is presented in Fig. 8 and Table 3 . Each actuator for system control consists of servo-motor and harmonic drive, and is operated under a local PD ͑proportional and derivative͒ control scheme, with which the forces generated by redundant actuation tend to be minimized ͑Luecke and Lai ͓13͔͒. Each link error is within the Ϯ0.01 mm machining tolerance value and each encoder resolution installed is within the range of Ϯ0.0001 radians.
To find the torsional stiffness of an actuating joint, we performed experiments using a dial gauge attached to the actuating link and a strain gauge attached to each actuating joint ͑see Fig.  9͒ . While a link is stretched by wire, the applied torque and tor- sional deflection of the joint are measured. The variable nature of the joint torsional deflection and internal torque error is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 10 . The relationship of constraint torque to torsional deflection is a linear relationship with hysteresis. Nonlinear hysteresis comes from characteristics of harmonic drive such as soft windup, hysteresis and nonlinear joint friction ͑Kir-canski and Goldenberg ͓20͔͒. As a result, the torsional stiffness is calculated by the least squares method and is presented in Table 4 . We determine 35 measuring points in the case of redundant actuation. The number of measuring points is determined twice number as many as the number of kinematic parameter error. In addition, we set the position of measuring points to cover the whole workspace of the mechanism except for around the actuator singularity region. The measuring points are presented in Fig. 11 , and two-dimensional task space information is acquired from 35 positions while the tool plate moves within the enlarged work- space of the mechanism. Coordinate measuring experiments were performed using an OmniGage™ Laser Ball Bar by the trilateration method ͑see Fig. 12͒ . To get transformation matrix between measurement frame and base one, we measured the centers of first and second joints. When we attach a magnetic socket to l 11 and l 21 linkages, we measured 20 points of a magnetic socket for each joint and get three-dimensional coordinates during moving circular motion. Using measurement results, we can set the Z-axis of base coordinate perpendicular to the plane constructed by measuring points of a l 11 linkage, X-axis at the line which passes though center of each joint, and the Y-axis of base coordinated perpendicular to Z-axis and X-axis. We can set the origin of base coordinate at 300 mm from B 1 joint along X-axis. Table 5 and Table 6 are measurement results of each actuated joint with respect to measurement coordinate. From the measurement data, we can calculated the transformation matrix from measurement frame to base frame such as Eq. ͑28͒. 
Using the transformation matrix, we can get three dimensional coordinate values of each measuring point with respect to base frame coordinate.
We measured the positional coordinate for three times to the clockwise and the counter clockwise direction on the suggested path. X direction error, Y direction error and distance error between command and measured position were calculated. When arranging the experimental results, Fig. 13 shows positional error To obtain the actual kinematic parameter from experimental data, we performed a simulation using the optimization algorithm Eq. ͑27͒ using MATLAB™. And the design parameters for optimization are the encoder indexing error and kinematic parameter error of the 2-DOF parallel mechanism as shown in Table 2 . The constraint Jacobian ⌫ is calculated with respect to a set of independent joints at each measuring point shown in Fig. 6 , where condition number of constraint Jacobian ‫ץ‬g/‫ץ‬q v has minimum value.
In Fig. 14, we presented simulation result of the remaining error after optimization with respect to number of points, which are used for optimization. We checked the optimization accuracy by simulation, when I used 10 to 30 measuring points for optimization among 35 points that is already chosen. And the selected points are uniformly distributed in workspace. In the case that 30 points are chosen, the maximum difference between the suggested distance error and guessed error by optimization is 0.062 mm. And the maximum differences are over 0.25 mm in other cases.
We used 30 points for optimization and last 5 points for verification of the optimized result. The differences between measured and simulated errors are distributed within 0.07 mm and it considered that the effect of the nonlinear characteristics of the harmonic drive appeared to affect end-effector accuracy as mentioned above. In case of verification points, the maximum difference is 0.05 mm and we can prove the optimization algorithm is valid from this result. We show measured error and calculated error as the result of optimization in Fig. 15 . We show the measured positional error as ''᭺'' marks, simulated positional error as ''*'' marks in case that optimized kinematic parameter errors are assumed, and difference between them as ''छ'' marks, respectively.
The result of optimized kinematic parameter is shown in Table  7 . In the result, the kinematic errors for ⌬B 2x , ⌬B 3x , ⌬B 3y are greater than others. The kinematic parameters B 2x , B 3x , B 3y indicate the distance between actuators in X and Y direction and their nominal values are 600 mm, 450 mm, 480 mm. This phenomenon comes from the tolerance of actuator assembly, because the fitting of actuator assembly is clearance fit with 0.2 mm tolerance. Since we assembled the each actuator with bolt, the kinematic error of B 2x , B 3x , B 3y is larger than other kinematic parameters such as links and platform, which design tolerance is Ϯ0.01 mm.
Using the kinematic parameter calculated from optimization, we change the nominal model in the control system. The measurement experiment is then performed in the same position, and the result is presented in Fig. 16 . After calibration, the accuracy of the tool plate is improved by 82% with respect to normal error. The maximum positional error is reduced from 1.416 mm to 0.261 mm. The positional error is calibrated to repeatability level. These results suggest that repeatability of system has an accuracy criterion.
Conclusion
In this article, we presented a new calibration algorithm for a redundantly actuated parallel mechanism. To derive the calibration algorithm, three relationships were considered: ͑1͒ the relationship between constraint torque and torsional deflection, ͑2͒ the relationship of geometric constraint caused by closed chains, and ͑3͒ constraint torque equilibrium. We formulated these relationships in general cases, and derived the cost function for an optimization algorithm in the case of task space calibration and joint Transactions of the ASME space calibration. We verified the formulation by experiment for a case study of a 2-DOF parallel machine with three actuators. The positional error before and after calibration was measured using a laser ball bar. Using task-joint space calibration algorithms, a general improvement of 82% in accuracy is obtained. Although we executed the verification experiment about a 2-DOF parallel mechanism, the suggested algorithm is valid for redundantly actuated 6-DOF general-purpose parallel mechanisms. In case that redundantly actuated 6-DOF parallel mechanisms, we must consider the gravity force as well as torsional stiffness of active joints, since the gravity force can induce additional torque to active joint. When one measures the accurate weight of each link, one can calibrate a target mechanism using the suggested calibration algorithm. 
